Texas Library Association Annual Conference
10th Annual Poetry Round Up

San Antonio TX
Friday, April 11, 2014
8:00-9:20am

This fast-paced poetry event features a variety of contemporary poets reading from their works for children and young adults celebrating the pleasures of the spoken word.
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Hosted by Sylvia Vardell, Texas Woman’s University
The Poetry Friday Anthology for Science (with Janet Wong, 2014)
Poetry Aloud Here 2! Sharing Poetry with Children (2014)
The Poetry Friday Anthology for Middle School (with Janet Wong, 2013)
The Poetry Friday Anthology K-5 (with Janet Wong, 2012)
The Poetry Teacher’s Book of Lists (2012)
BLOG: PoetryforChildren.Blogspot.com

Special thanks to these publishers and their wonderful representatives: Penguin Books for Young Readers and Sara Ortiz; Boyds Mills Press and Kerry McManus; Simon & Schuster and Venessa Carson; Wings Press and Bryce Milligan; Lisa Di Sarro and Houghton Mifflin Harcourt; Pelican Publishing; Pomelo Books
SELECTED BOOKS BY 2014 ROUND UP POETS

Ode, Eric. 2012. *Dan, the Taxi Man*. Kane/Miller.